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“Front Runner has relentlessly supported adventure travel around the globe since we began. We push 
all of our products to the limits in the harshest of conditions. This is the standard we have at Front 
Runner and ensures that our gear is always the best in the business. ” 
- Stanley Illman, Founder of Front Runner Outfitters
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THe beginning 
Legend has it, Front Runner was born between two seasoned 
off-road vehicles in Botswana. A handful of friends from South 
Africa with backgrounds in engineering, design, manufacturing 
and off-road racing gathered around a campfire and shared their 
struggles with equipment failures from expeditions past. With 
fresh elephant tracks nearby and a majestic Baobab stretching 
to the night sky as a witness, they decided to take their shared 
passions and dream up new, smarter vehicle-adventure gear 
that‘s built to last.

Front Runner, founded in 1999, is based in  
Johannesburg, South Africa, and manufactures  
gear for vehicle-based adventures.

The Mission
Front Runner is dedicated to inspiring adventure, connection, and new experiences. 
By focusing on the design and manufacturing of reliable vehicle-based products, 
combined with top notch customer service from a diverse global team, we give 
customers reliable gear so they can choose their own adventure.

The Pedigree 
Since that eventful campfire gathering, Front Runner has quickly grown into a global 
brand. With gear that’s been tried and tested over millions of miles, in the most 
extreme conditions and around the globe, Front Runner has earned a trusted 
reputation of making the world’s strongest, most reliable, vehicle-based adventure 
gear. From intrepid explorers and government agencies to demanding weekend 
warriors and athletes, with Front Runner the adventure never has to stop.



Design Philosophy 
The Front Runner team has poured countless hours, days 
and years into achieving our Mission and that dedication 
comes through in our products.
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ALL OF FRONT RUNNER’S PRODUCTS ARE:

Well Designed

Front Runner products are designed with the clean lines 
and shapes of modern vehicles in mind. While rooted in 
functionality, our racks are intended to elevate and enhance 
the vehicle’s look in each and every application.

Durable and Strong

Front Runner doesn’t cut corners. All our cargo carrying 
accessories are built with best-in-class materials.

Front Runner gear is designed to last longer and survive 
more abuse from the elements than the vehicles the gear is 
mounted to.

Lightweight

Front Runner harnesses the strength and durability of the 
same materials used to build airplanes and tanks. 

One of those materials, aluminum, is on average 30% lighter 
than steel and offers the best strength to weight ratio.



our racks
A GREAT ADVENTURE STARTS WITH A GREAT RACK AS THE FOUNDATION. OUR RACKS ARE MADE IN AN ISO -9001 : 2015 CERTIFIED MANUFACTURING FACILITY 
WHICH ILLUSTRATES HOW COMMITTED WE ARE IN DELIVERING THE HIGHEST QUALITY RACKS AND ACCESSORIES.
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our racks
NO MATTER IF IT’S OUR TRUSTED SLIMLINE II, SLIMSPORT, OR SLIMPRO VAN RACK, OUR RACKS ARE MODULAR, LOW PROFILE, VERSATILE AND STRONG

Modular
• Modular construction allows for extreme versatility. 

• Add slats easily to create a full platform for ultimate deck space.

• Remove slats to create unobstructed access to a vehicle’s sunroof.

•  Add Expedition Rails on the sides or front/back to create a basket- 
style look and functionality.

•  The flat deck design is unobtrusive and complements the lines of 
today’s vehicles. 

• No fixed side rails makes it easier and quicker to remove stored gear.

• All Front Runner Slimline II Roof Racks come with Wind Deflectors.

LOW PROFILE

• 55+ rack accessories.

• Simple and easy bolt on accessories.

• Accessory attachment on either top, bottom, or sides of rack.

Versatile
•  L-shaped rear and front slat design increases the strength of the entire 

rack, making the Slimline II the lightest and the strongest roof rack 
available.

• Designed specifically for heavy-duty off-road use.

• Double walled channels create superior joint support.

STRONG
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GRAB On Feet 
Transform any factory flush or raised OEM / factory 
rails with these feet to mount a rack or load bars.

Foot Rail Mount 
Made specifically for certain popular vehicles, our 
Foot Rails are easier to install and accentuates the 
vehicle’s design with their sleek construction.

Track Mounted Feet 
Tracks are available in a wide range of vehicle 
specific lengths and contours for the perfect fit 
every time.

Gutter Mount Legs 
These gutter mount legs have been made to hold 
onto any rain gutter system and adds a classic 
strong style to the vehicle.

Universal Load Bed Legs 
Used to mount a rack or load bars over a pick-up 
load bed. These legs allow for open usage of the load 
bed while creating new space on the rack which is 
neatly positioned behind the cab.

Extreme Mount Systems 
A rugged, high-performance and nearly indestructible 
solution designed to work with or without the roof.

MOUNTING SYSTEMS
FRONT RUNNER HAS MADE IT EASY TO OUTFIT MOST VEHICLES WITH OUR WIDE RANGE OF MOUNTING SOLUTIONS. 
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slimline II
THE ORIGINAL HARDCORE AND HIGLY VERSATILE OFF-ROAD TOUGH ROOF RACK TO SUITE ANY ADVENTURE



slimline II
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MODULAR
• Modular construction allows for maximum versatility.
• Add slats easily to create a full platform for ultimate deck space.
• Remove slats to create unobstructed access to  

a vehicle’s sunroof.
• Add Expedition Rails on the sides, front or back to create a 

basket-style look and functionality.

STRONG
• L-shaped rear and front slat design increases the strength of the 

entire rack, making the Slimline II the lightest and the strongest 
roof rack available.

• Designed specifically for the heavy-duty off-road use.
• Made from high-density aluminum.
• Double-walled channels create superior joint support.

LIGHTWEIGHT
• All-aluminum construction maximises strength-to-weight ratio.

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL
• Compatible with 55+ Front Runner rack accessories.
• Accessories quickly bolt onto slats for easy installation.
• Accessories can be attached to top, bottom or sides of rack.

DURABLE
• Designed and powder-coated to take the abuse of the sun,  

the rain, the gear and any road condition.
• Manufactured in South Africa with corrosion-free aluminum, 

ensuring a lifetime of dependability.

ROOF RACKS | BED RACKS | CANOPY RACKS 
INTERIOR RACKS | LOAD BARS
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slimsport
CHOOSING YOUR NEXT ADVENTURE HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER WITH THE NEW SLIMSPORT ROOF RACK
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slimsport

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL
• Creates space for a wide variety of adventure gear combinations
• Compatible with 55+ Front Runner Rack Accessories

SLEEK DESIGN
• Low profile minimizes drag noise and allows access to low clearance garages
• Sleek rack shape fits the vehicle’s roof, to complement vehicle aesthetics
• Wind Fairing for reduced drag and improved aerodynamics

USER-FRIENDLY
• Easily accessible mounting options make the vehicle ready for 

adventure at a moment’s notice

LIGHTWEIGHT
• High quality aluminium construction maximises strength-to-weight ratio

DURABLE
• Designed and manufactured in South Africa to withstand the 

harshest climates, ensuring a lifetime of dependability

LOW PROFILE, MULTI-FUNCTIONAL ROOF RACKS
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slimpro van rack
UNLOCK YOUR VAN’S STORAGE POTENTIAL WITH THIS HIGHLY VERSATILE, RUGGED ROOF RACK
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slimpro van rack

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL
• Suitable for most Front Runner top & side-mounted 

accessories
• Compatible with 55+ Front Runner Rack Accessories

VERSATILE
• Variable high & low profile slat configuration
• Crossbar slat configuration with side access T-slots
• Easy adjustability of slats for mounting different accessories

LIGHTWEIGHT
• High quality aluminium construction maximises strength-to-weight ratio

MODULAR
• Modular construction allows for multiple configurations
• Easily accommodates roof mounted air conditioning units, 

sky lights and air vents

DURABLE
• Designed and manufactured in South Africa to withstand the 

harshest climates, ensuring a lifetime of dependability

HIGHLY CONFIGURABLE AND MODULAR VAN RACK SYSTEMS



FIND ANYWHERE
YOUR JOURNEY CONTINUES WITH OFF-ROAD TOUGH ADVENTURE GEAR, 

SO YOU CAN FIND YOUR ANYWHERE.
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Expedition
GET OUT AND STAY OUT, WITH TRIED AND TESTED TOUGH EXPEDITION GEAR.



The lockable stainless steel cage keeps your axe 
head safe and out of the way when mounted to the 
side of your Front Runner roof rack.
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Expedition
GET OUT AND STAY OUT, WITH TRIED AND TESTED TOUGH EXPEDITION GEAR.

AXE BRACKET

Front Runner Jerry can holders offers a smart 
no rattle no wear solution. The adjustable 
stainless steel latch with safety catch holds 
your Jerry Cans firmly in place over a lifetime of 
off-road abuse.

JERRY CAN HOLDERSJERRY CAN HOLDERS

An easy to use spare wheel mounting bracket 
that allows you mount the spare wheel on your 
roof rack with the hub toward the slats, giving 
you extra packing space within the wheel well.

SPARE WHEEL CLAMP

Consists of two (2) brackets -  one to hold down the 
jack handle and the other to secure the base.
Mounts easily to the side of a Front Runner Roof 
Rack. Fits all size Hi-Lift Jacks.

HI-LIFT JACK BRACKET

These off-road tough articulating brackets mount 
MAXTRAX, TRED Pro and other popular rescue 
devices with similar hole spacing.

RECOVERY GEAR 
MOUNTING BRACKETS
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CAMPING
INNOVATIVE CAMPING SOLUTIONS TO ELEVATE YOUR CAMPING EXPERIENCE.
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Tables & Chairs
INNOVATIVE CAMPING SOLUTIONS TO ELEVATE YOUR CAMPING EXPERIENCE.

Quickly get more table space, for food prep or work, from 
the back of your vehicle. This sturdy drop down table 
mounts to the rear swing door or spare tire swing. Includes 
a black powder coated steel table top with an extendable 
work surface. Designed to be easily accessed. Securely 
stow away for rattle-free adventure.

DROP DOWN
TAILGATE TABLE

The Front Runner Expander Chair’s telescopic design 
allows this comfortable chair to fold into an extremely 
compact unit which is easy to store and transport.

EXPANDER CHAIR

These lightweight, sturdy camp table is ideal for food 
preparation, food serving, and gathering around for a 
sit down camp dinner. Features include a stainless 
steel top and black powder-coated aluminum frame. 
Specifically designed to be easily stored UNDERNEATH 
most Front Runner Slimline II Roof Racks.*

CAMP TABLES
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Camp Kitchen
INNOVATIVE CAMPING SOLUTIONS TO ELEVATE YOUR CAMPING EXPERIENCE.

The entire kit fits in a custom tool-style roll with 
flap, adjustable straps and buckles, and carrying 
handles. Also features loops with carabiners 
so the opened roll and utensils can be hung for 
quick and easy access.

CAMP KITCHEN
UTENSIL SET

tool-style roll with 
kles, and carrying 

h carabiners 
n be hung for 

N
T The 42L Pro Water Tank with Strap is 

everything you need for adventure hydration, 
all included in one kit. This tank offers an 
easily accessible water source, securely 
strapped to your roof rack or free for 
campsite usage.

PRO WATER TANK
WITH STRAP

Camp cooking just got even more portable 
with this BBQ/Fire Pit that keeps the 
flame off the ground for safe grilling 
anywhere. Packs flat to save precious 
cargo room and transport easily and packs 
neatly in Wolf Pack Pro or Wolf Pack*.

BBQ/FIRE PIT Extend your Water tank tap away from your vehicle to 
make pouring stored water effortless when out on any 
adventure. Swings out 90 degrees from the side of the 
rack, allowing your water tap to clear the side of your 
vehicle.

TAP EXTENSION BRACKET
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WATERSPORTS
PADDLE HARD BUT TRAVEL EASY. HAVE PEACE OF MIND YOUR FAVORITE GEAR WILL GET THERE.
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watersports
PADDLE HARD BUT TRAVEL EASY. HAVE PEACE OF MIND YOUR FAVORITE GEAR WILL GET THERE.

The ratcheting straps adjust to fit various 
circumferences like paddles or shovels to lock 
tight to the sides of a Front Runner Roof Rack 
for rattle free, rock solid transportation. Quick 
release latches allow the spade/shovel or other 
gear to be easily removed.

RATCHETING SHOVEL 
& PADDLE MOUNT

Front Runner’s Pro Surfboard, Windsurf & Paddle Board 
Carrier, or Vertical Surfboard Carrier will work with most 
Surfboards, SUP boards, Wind Surf and Kite Boards. Features 
variable length adjustment, padded board protection. 
Specially designed to keep your boards safe and secure 
during transport on the world’s toughest roads. 

SURF SOLUTIONS

Highly adjustable brackets allow for multiple 
mounting angles for your canoe, kayak or SUP.
The foam-padded holders are self-adjusting for the 
perfect fit to the hull of your boat.

PRO CANOE / KAYAK /
SUP CARRIER

Easily transfer large, heavy and/or long 
supplies and gear onto your Front Runner 
rack. The Front Runner Cargo Roller can 
be quickly mounted to the side, or the 
rear, of your Front Runner rack.

CARGO ROLLER
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MOUNTAIN Sports
DON’T RESIST THE MOUNTAIN CALLING, ANSWER IT AND LET THE GOOD TIMES ROLL.
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mountain sports
DON’T RESIST THE MOUNTAIN CALLING, ANSWER IT AND LET THE GOOD TIMES ROLL.

Front Runner has all the options you need to transport your gear securely 
to any destination with the Load Bed Rack Side Mount for Bike Carrier, 
the Pro Thru Axle Bike Carrier, and the & Pro Fork Mount Bike Carrier. Your 
bike should get dirty on the trail, not on the drive there. Carry your bike up 
on your Front Runner rack, away from road debris.

MORE BIKE SOLUTIONS
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Safely and securely transport your bike with the Pro 
Bike Carrier. Leave your wheels on for easy setup 
and fast trail access. The off-road tough front wheel 
clamp and rear wheel ratcheting strap is designed 
for zero contact between the carrier and your frame. 
Ideal for protecting carbon fiber frames or mint 
condition paint jobs. Drive the most challenging 
roads in the world to ride the hardest to reach trails, 
worry-free.

PRO BIKE CARRIER

Securely store longer gear, such as fishing rods, 
snowboards and skis, on your Roof Rack with these 
alligator-grip style holders. Two (2) soft 30mm / 1.2” 
wide rubber grippers clamp your cargo tightly, without 
harming or scratching the surfaces of your valuable gear, 
in all weather conditions.

PRO SKI, SNOWBOARD & 
FISHING ROD CARRIER
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TENTS & AWNINGS
QUICK AND CONVENIENT COMFORT SO YOU CAN REST EASY AND OUT OF THE ELEMENTS.



Allows you to mount and remove it in seconds 
without any tools. The four lockable latches provide 
an off-road tough that is compatible with various 
soft- and hard-shell rooftop tents.

If you don’t want to keep your awning on your vehicle at 
all times, Front Runner’s Quick Release Awning Mount Kit 
gives you the freedom to mount or remove your awning in 
seconds, and with no tools. The 2 lockable latches give 
you safety and added peace of mind.

Mounts to the top of your Front Runner Roof Rack for quick, 
convenient, and comfortable shelter wherever you roam. 
Sleeps 2+ comfortably. Opens in one smooth motion for an 
instant bedroom. Lighter than all the other comparable roof top 
sleeping solutions on the market today, weighing only 43kg.

Quick and easy two-person set up in under 60 seconds.
Mounts quickly and easily to the side of your Front Runner 
Roof Rack for instant sun or rain protection.
Water-repellant and UV-resistant available in multiple 
sizes for the ideal size for your vehicle.
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QUICK RELEASE 
TENT MOUNT KIT

QUICK RELEASE
AWNING MOUNT KIT

ROOF TOP TENT

EASY-OUT AWNINGS

TENTS & AWNINGS
QUICK AND CONVENIENT COMFORT SO YOU CAN REST EASY AND OUT OF THE ELEMENTS.
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LIGHTING
EASY TO USE LIGHTING SOLUTIONS WITH FRONT RUNNER OFF-ROAD TOUGH DETAILS INCLUDE ROCK GUARDS, 
ADJUSTABLE SHIELDS AND SIMPLE PLUG AND PLAY POWER. 



Keep the adventure going long after the sun sets with 
this 40” LED Slim Light Bar VX1000-CB / 12V/24V / 
Single Mount. The near and far-field illumination with 36 
high-performance LED’s will light your way up to 525m 
so you can always know what your adventure holds.

This portable 47W LED light features a 4.5m/14.7ft telescopic rod 
so you can install it at any height. It is remote-controlled and can 
be powered by your car’s battery or 12V outlet, or a 12V power 
bank.

Light up your next adventure with this ultra-
flexible, versatile LED 1.2m (47.2”) LED light 
strip that provides an abundance of natural 
white light. Attaches nearly anywhere to 
illuminate your campsite, tent or awning, 
dimmable to the required intensity or mood.

Easily access the gear on your rack with 
this Handle/Light so you can always get a 
grip. This grab handle comes with a 4.5W 
rock light and can be mounted on either 
side of your rack.

The high-performance LEDs with OSRAM technology, throw 1500 
lumens over 37m. It features an intelligent reflector design that 
diverts the light from the LEDs so that oncoming traffic is not 
directly exposed to the light; as well as an additional yellow cover, 
that won’t attract insects to your campsite.
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LIGHTING
EASY TO USE LIGHTING SOLUTIONS WITH FRONT RUNNER OFF-ROAD TOUGH DETAILS INCLUDE ROCK GUARDS, 
ADJUSTABLE SHIELDS AND SIMPLE PLUG AND PLAY POWER. 

40” LED SLIM LIGHT BAR

TELESCOPIC CAMPING LIGHT

LIGHT STRIPS

RACK HANDLE
WITH LIGHT

10” LED LIGHT BAR & BRACKET
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LADDERS
YOU CAN ACCESS YOUR RACK QUICKLY AND EASILY WITH A VARIETY OF LADDER SOLUTIONS.
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LADDERS
YOU CAN ACCESS YOUR RACK QUICKLY AND EASILY WITH A VARIETY OF LADDER SOLUTIONS.

Convenient means of reaching your roof rack. Attaches to rear 
mounted spare wheel using heavy duty black ratchet strap provided. 
Allows effortless access to Roof Racks. Black powder coated high 
strength steel frame with non-slip tread plates.

SPARE WHEEL STEP

Easily access gear on your roof rack with a vehicle specific 
ladder. Front Runner ladders are strong, durable and 
manufactured from steel and black powder coated in the same 
resistant coating as the Front Runner rack. Find the ladder that 
works for your vehicle.

Effortlessly expands into a 2.9m, nine (9) step ladder. Made of Aluminium 
6063/T5. Folds down and locks in place with each step section. Expands in 
one smooth motion. Velcro nylon strap keeps ladder in place when closed. 
Compact and sturdy.

VEHICLE SPECIFIC LADDERS

ALUMINIUM TELESCOPIC LADDER
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Storage
SUPERIOR STORAGE AND ORGANISATION MEANS YOU CAN FOCUS ON THE FUN. 
CLEAR UP PRECIOUS INTERIOR SPACE FOR EVEN MORE ADVENTURE PARTNERS.



Our stackable storage boxes are made from impact-
resistant plastic, and now feature new extra-secure 
latching, providing extra durability so your gear will stay 
safe even when your rig gets dirty.
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Boxes & Bags
SUPERIOR STORAGE AND ORGANISATION MEANS YOU CAN FOCUS ON THE FUN. 
CLEAR UP PRECIOUS INTERIOR SPACE FOR EVEN MORE ADVENTURE PARTNERS.

WOLF PACK PRO

This heavy-duty rigid canvas box works double duty as 
a Wolf Pack insert, or as a stand-alone storage box. 
Featuring adjustable vinyl lined compartments, two 
mesh storage pockets, and one zippered water-resistant 
storage pocket, this smartly designed box is a storage 
taskmaster. Folds completely flat when empty.

FLAT PACK
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Ready for extreme weather, the heavy-duty Typhoon Bag is 100% water and dust 
proof. It easily adapts its size to fit anything from clothes or camping supplies. 
Declutter the interior of your vehicle with this roof-rack ready bag that’s designed to 
keep all your gear clean and dry while you adventure on- and off- road.

TYPHOON BAG

Get down to business with these latching, stackable and durable storage containers. 
Two fit neatly in a Front Runner Typhoon Bag.

CUB PACK
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drawers & slides
SUPERIOR STORAGE AND ORGANISATION MEANS YOU CAN FOCUS ON THE FUN. 
CLEAR UP PRECIOUS INTERIOR SPACE FOR EVEN MORE ADVENTURE PARTNERS.

Make storing and organising gear and valuables a no-
brainer. Hide contents from prying eyes while creating 
more usable and easily accessible storage space in your 
vehicle. Provide peace of mind and security by locking 
away important travel items such as computers, smart 
phones and camera gear. Engineered tough for both on and 
off-road travel. 

DRAWER SYSTEMS

Say goodbye to crawling into the back of your truck every 
time you need to reach your gear. Create easily accessible 
storage space in your vehicle for tools, coolers, fridges, 
luggage, gear, boxes, and more. Engineered tough for both 
on and off-road conditions.

CARGO SLIDES

FRIDGE SLIDE
Chill all your favorite food and drinks and stay out longer on your adventures 
with a Front Runner Fridge Slide. It features a hold-open mechanism and 
high-strength bearings that allow the tray to extend nearly 100% from the 
anchored base, offering full access. These slides are mountable to any flat 
surface, including Front Runner drawer systems and pick-up truck beds.



Front Runner’s product range includes 55+ comprehensive high-quality products across multiple activity segments 
including overlanding, camping, vehicle and sports equipment. With the right gear you are enabled to leave the ordinary 

behind, starting the next adventure, discovering the world and collecting moments which you will never forget.

CHOOSE YOUR OWN ADVENTURE
WITH 55+ ACCESSORIES

• STRONG
• LIGHTWEIGHT
• MODULAR
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SLIMLINE II ROOF RACK

DRAWER SYSTEM

TAP EXTENSION BRACKET

42L PRO WATER TANK WITH STRAP
• FOOD GRADE PLASTIC (BPA FREE)
• INCLUDES RACK MOUNT BRACKETS
• SECURE RACK MOUNTING

• SIDE MOUNT 
• 90° SWING ARM WITH SPRING PIN LOCK 
• INCLUDED SHOWER HEAD HOLDER

• LOW PROFILE
• DURABLE
• VERSATILE• EASY ACCESS STORAGE

• LOCKABLE DRAWERS 
• VEHICLE-SPECIFIC DESIGN

NOT PICTURED:
EVEN MORE COOL FRONT RUNNER 
STUFF FOR CAMPING, STORAGE, 
AND SAFELY HAULING TOYS AND 
GEAR TO THE MOST REMOTE ENDS 
OF THE EARTH.

ROOF TOP TENT
• QUICK OPEN AND CLOSE 
• SLEEPS 2+ 
• INCLUDES MATTRESS 
• WATER REPELLENT FLYSHEET

WOLF PACK PRO
• DURABLE AND IMPACT-RESISTANT PLASTIC 
• SUITABLE FOR OUTDOOR USE 
• WATER & DUST RESISTANT

40” LED SLIM LIGHT BAR & 
MOUNTING BRACKET

DEFENDER L663 LADDER

• 6000 LUMENS 
• SPOT AND FLOOD MULTIBEAM TECHNOLOGY

• VEHICLE SPECIFIC
• MOUNTS TO EXISTING POINTS
• RUBBER GRIP STEPS

GAS / PROPANE BOTTLE HOLDER
• SECURE RACK MOUNTING SOLUTION 
• ADJUSTABLE & LOCKABLE
• UNIVERSAL BOTTLE FITMENT

PRO CAMP TABLE KIT
• DURABLE STAINLESS STEEL TOP 
• STORES FLAT UNDER RACK 
• EASY OPEN LEGS

WOLF PACK PRO RACK MOUNTING BRACKETS
• SECURE FITMENT OF WOLF PACK PRO 
• DURABLE AND HARD-WEARING CONSTRUCTION 
• LOCKABLE


